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1.Abstract
The BAM (bricks and mortar) Token
is an utility token used to store rental
status of given real estate objets in
the Ownership of Peerschweinchen
UG. The Token certifies and verifies
the status of being the rentee of a
specified amount of sqauemeters in
shared co-working areas or a
specified object like Houses or
appartements.
The BAM main token are limitet in
numbers by the number of availabel
sqauemeters in shared areas and or
the number of real estate objects
being in ownership of
Peerschweinchen UG.
As BAM Token owner you can use
the rental as main rentee or accept
that Peerschweinchen UG offers it to
sub-rentees. In that case rental fees
are shared between the BAM Token
owner and the UG

1.Abstract
The BAM owner benefits from a
growing number of real estate
objects available and by letting the
UG manage the subrental processes
for you, you earn passivly without
any further involvement.
Also with BAM tokens you will be
able to rent appartents in our
ecosystem.
Our services and offerings are
always promoted on existing
marektplaces to get maximum
attention. We focus on commercial
and mixed used properties as well as
appartements in main areas.
The UG works together with
established management services to
cover maintenacne and service taks.

2. Background
The BAM (bricks and mortar) Token
is no security token as the BAM
Token owner becomes only a mainrentee and not the owner of the
properties. What the BAM Owner
gets is the right to offer his rentals as
subrentals to others, which is
covered automaticaly by the BAM!
Plattform.
Durign the purchase of the BAM
Token you subscribe to an service
contract between the UG and you,
which allows the UG to sign subrentals on your behalf. The UG
becomes an adminitstrator and
manager of your rentals.
The UG is allowed to define rental
fees for sub-rentees without the
requirement ot ask you for an
confirmation. You get 80% of the
rental fee and 20% are kept as
management fee.

2.1 Real-Estate
Marketplace
We will focus on using existing
marketplaces as they already are
vistited frequently buy people searching
for immovables but we will also provide
an own website and App to seach BAM!
powered appartments and offices in
your region. Also you can offer your own
real estate for sale or rental agains
BAM!

2.2 Monetizing Sub-Rentals
BAM! Earn Money passively. The subrenting is handled without your
interaction. This includes setting up
web-offerings or printed adverts. Also
the entire process of setting up
„contracts“ and covering fixed costs if
offloaded to the UG.

2.3 Rbnb-Connect
Our own offerings will be if they fit
automatcally listed on Rbnb for
maximum revenue.

3.1 BAM Token
Bam Token are used to verify the rental
status and can be used optionaly but not
enforced to pay rentals of „unused“
properties. This way you could reserve
an property in the netwokr for a given
time by paying tokens. For example for
your next travel.
As BAM token owner you can claim an
available property whenever it is added
to the eco-system. As Master- Rentee
you will participate by subrentals
automatically. So whenever someone
„uses“ the property physically. If a
property is only rented „virtually“ by
using BAM-Master-Token there is
nothing to pay. Think about claimning
unused land to understand it better.

Background
Value at application time.(Rounded down)
TOKENOMY
Maximum Cap on Crowdsale €50 million
Total Token Supply 50 Million (50,000,000)
BAM, of which
10% sold in Pre-sale
• 23% sold in Tokensale
• 33% retained by Peerschweinchen UG
• 33% allocated for to incentive
partiticipation in the ECOSYSTEM
• 1% to cover Tokensale costs
• BitcoinSubsidium based Token
• Purchase Methods accepted: XBTX and
TELOS

Crowdsale
Announcement and pre-sale 26th of April 2020

Crowdsale starts 26th of May 2020
Crowdsale ends 26th of Juny 2020

Ecosystem Development begins 3rd
of July 2020
Requirements to participate in Crowdsale:

AML-NOW Account, XBTX and TELOS Wallets are
mandatory for exchange powered sales
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